ABOUT US

The Three Percent Republic is an organization made up of patriotic citizens who love their
country. We are devoted to upholding our rights as set forth in the Constitution of the United
States of America. We are committed to educating others about the Constitution and standing up
against unjust laws and those who will have them passed. We Identify as III% but we are not like
most other organizations.
We are not a militia. We do not hold offensive trainings with weapons. We do however have
meetings on local, state, and National levels. These meetings are constructional in their content.
We encourage and assist member with local networking. Being a part of the Three Percent
Republic a way of life rather than a social club to join. As this organization is of the people and
for the people there are no membership fees or dues. We will not charge people to participate in
a movement that defends the framework of our Country. This does not mean that all events are
going to be free of charge. Some events may be held at facilities that require admission which
can be paid individually or as a group. We consist exclusively of volunteers and no member at
any level including National leadership is on any payroll provided by the Three Percent
Republic.
We are not anti-government. On the contrary we are pro government. We will stand shoulder to
shoulder to protect our republic from those who wish her harm. We will challenge any law that
infringes on the rights of the people by way of protest and political movement. In the case of an
elected official pursuing a law that would be detrimental to the rights and freedoms of all
Americans we will organize and rally the voters against them. We do not wish to see our
government overthrown or toppled.
In fact, we are very pro-government, so long as the government abides by the Constitution,
doesn't overstep its bounds, and remains “for the people and by the people”. Our goal is to
utilize the fail safes put in place by our founders to reign in an overreaching government and
push back against tyranny. We are working to preserve the intent of our government as
designed. We do not intend to implement our own government. There is often a misconception
that we are wanting to overthrow the government. This is simply not true and a false rumor to
try and paint our movement as anti-government.

Our website can be found at www.threepercentrepulic.com
Our National Facebook page is at www.facebook.com/ThreePercentRepublic/

History:
The III % is an American patriot movement that pledges resistance against the infringement of
the United States Constitution. The group's primary purpose is to protect their views of
constitutional rights and has been characterized as being ideologically like the Oath Keepers.
The group's name is based on the American Revolutionary armed resistance against the British.
The revolution constituted an estimated three percent of the population. This number has never
been accurately calculated, but is generally believed to be the ratio, thus the name. The
participation rate of the eligible population is estimated to have been higher than in most other
American military conflicts.
The movement was started on December 17, 2008, in response to the election of Barack Obama.
The movement was co-founded by Mike Vanderboegh from Alabama, a member of the Oath
Keepers, a group with whom the 3 Percenters remain loosely allied with and who publicized the
movement on his blog "Sipsey Street Irregulars" beginning November 2008. Additionally, the
“Three Percenters Club" website was established in 2011 by Michael Graham.
The "Nyberg Three Percent Flag," designed by Gayle Nyberg in 2008, is based on the Betsy
Ross Flag with the Roman numeral “III” inscribed in the circle of thirteen stars.

We believe in three core fundamentals:
Education: How can one know what rights are eroding away if one does not know what rights
they possess? It is our job to educate others about the mechanics of our government, about the
ways of a three percenter and the ways of the Three Percent Republic.
Community Outreach: It is the goal of our group to improve our communities and the lives of
those that reside in them. To get your zone and state involved with charity. To establish disaster
response groups to aid our brothers and sisters in their times of need.
Preparation: Being prepared does not only mean stockpiling food and water. It means being
mentally prepared to tackle any challenge placed in front of you. It means being physically
prepared to go the long haul. Preparing for any circumstance gives us the ability to help our
communities in the case of natural disasters. It gives us the ability to hold out a lending hand. We
will also encourage everyone to learn First Aid, Food Preparation and how to defend one’s self.

PRINCIPLES OF THE THREE PERCENTERS:
All members of the Three Percent Republic must abide by these four principles.
1. No First Use of Force - We are not the aggressors nor antagonists. We are defensive in
nature and will exhaust all options prior to any escalation of force.
2.. Moral Strength - Knowing what is right and wrong and acting accordingly. Being
trustworthy, truthful, and holding high values and principles. Having the moral strength to stand
up when something is wrong without fear.
3. Physical Readiness - Physical readiness is defined as the ability to meet the physical demands
of any task to accomplish the objective at hand. Even Betsy Ross had a place in her ability.
4. No Targeting of Innocents – we will not react to or act upon anyone who has not presented
themselves as an opponent.
Anyone who cannot accept these principles as a self-imposed discipline are welcome in this
organization, nor should they ever consider themselves a part of the Three Percent movement.
OUR GOAL
The goal and focus of the Three Percent Republic is to get patriots to network, prepare, petition
and rally together on a local, state and national level. We intend to provide the groundwork and
guidance that will be used to make positive advances in the restoration of our Constitutional
Republic. We plan to leverage incorporated fail safes and laws to ensure the success in
preserving the Constitution as the supreme law of the land.
HIERARCHY
National ---Regional -----State -------Zone ----National leadership - Contains 6 Regions.
Regional leadership - Each Region is made up of multiples States. Regional Leaders will oversee
and ensure State Leaders are abiding by and acting accordingly with the Mission Statement and
Organization structure.
State - Shall be led by a State Leader, Assistant State Leader and State Secretary. Contains
multiple Zones. Each State will have a map that depicts the Zones.
Zone - Shall be led by Zone leaders whom will be directed by State Leads Zones will consist of
geographic areas similar in size.

TITLES AND DUTIES
Since we are not a militia we do not have titles such as Colonel, Executive Officer, Lieutenant,
etc. However, as with any organization, there are leadership areas of responsibility. These are
what we refer to as our Leaders and Officers. Officers in this construct are not the same as a
Military, Civil Service, or Law Enforcement type organizations. They are the people with the
knowledge to guide their members in their role, but do not command them.
For conflict of interest’s reasons, leaders and representatives in our Organization are not
permitted to be leaders or representatives in other, similar organizations. Members shall pledge
allegiance to a singular organization of Three Percenters without exception. One cannot serve in
2 branches of the military at the same time and so we to are bound by these restraints.

Titles and Duties
Leader - All leaders are expressly responsible for all operations of their area. They are directly
over the Assistant Lead and are responsible for those underneath them. They are to aid and assist
any leaders they are over. National Leaders oversee the national Facebook page, organization’s
website, forum, other social media outlets, and the organizational structure and inner workings.
Regional Leaders oversee the operation of each state they are over and are to help place State
Leaders in event of an absence. State Leaders are directly responsible for their state’s chapter,
group page on Facebook as well as their state room on the forums or any other form of media
regarding their state. Assistant State Leader Aids and assists the tier leader in all their
responsibilities.
Communications Officer - HAM radio and/or dependable forms of alternate communication that
is responsible for all communications on their tier. They are responsible for creating, teaching
and maintaining a communications plan. They are to assist any comms officers underneath them.
State Comms Officer is responsible for developing a Comms SOP for the state and should be
either have General or Extra Amateur License. Officers should communicate within National
Levels to develop, share, and improve communication SOPs.
Training Officer (State & Zone only) - Helps the tier leader develop a training plan (materials
can be found on our forums) for their tier and tiers below. Focus should be preparing in all
definitions of the word, with focus on communications. Must have a military/law enforcement
background.

Vetting Officer - Works with the State Leader to help vet members. Sends questionnaire and vets
all potential members on the forum when they have asked to join their State Room.
Secretary (National, State) - Prepares all documents and write ups if needed for the tier, and must
have excellent writing skills. The secretary records the minutes of meetings. The State Secretary
shall be an ambassador of good will and will represent the State Leader and Assistant State
Leader in their absence.
Public Relations Officer (National, State) - Point of contact for media outlets and material
represented in social media outlets. Must be willing to do interviews. Must be confident, a good
speaker and have exceptional writing skills. Aids the leader when organizing public events by
contacting the media. Community outreach is also an important part of this role. Outreach
programs such as disaster relief cleanup, and supporting local authorities should be channeled
through the Public Relations Officer.
Member - A law-abiding citizen who is dedicated to meeting with fellow members of the Three
Percent Republic in their County, District, and Zone. They must first be prepared to support and
defend their family in their homes. Second, support and defend their neighborhood, city and
county. Third, to support and defend their state and lastly to support and defend their Country.
Time should be given to family, God, and Country in that order, however participation is a must.
Interim titles and duties can be made and assigned by the State Leader as needed, but such titles
will not be recognized on the National level, unless put to a vote as the need arises.
National the offices are as follows:
National Leader
National Assistant Leader
National Secretary
National Vetting Officer
National Communications Officer
National Training Officer
National Public Relations Officer
National Patriot Liaison Officer

The Regional Leader only has one title: Region # Leader (with # being replaced with the Region
number they are over). States will directly report to Regional Leaders whereas Regional Leads
will directly report to:
National Leader
National Assistant Leader
National Secretary
National Vetting Officer
National Patriot Liaison Officer

PERMANENT COMMITTEE OF ADVISORS
Like the Judicial Branch of the United States, a Permanent Committee of Advisors (PCA) exists
to advise the National Leadership and Assist as a “Checks and Balances for State Leadership and
Members at large.
To ensure a method of redress and provide a checks and balance, the formation of a
Committee of Advisors to the Leadership will be implemented.
Construct:
•
•
•
•

5 permanent members of committee (may grow based on amendments proposed by
states)
Chairperson
Vice chair
Three additional members.

Purpose:
•
•
•

Provide advice and counsel to National Leadership.
Make recommendations to national leadership in all matters of the group, states or the
individual.
Provide a mechanism for adjudication and resolution of grievances against National
leadership (i.e. State leaders no longer have confidence in the national leader or any other
national leadership position).

Scope and authority:
The Permanent Committee of Advisors will serve until either individual resignation or a
unanimous vote of expulsion by the members of the Committee. The positions of the PCA are
permanent as indicated to provide continuity of organization.

Permanent Committee of Advisors may appoint interim leadership positions as required to fill
vacancies until elections may be held.
PCA will be an adjunct or distinctively different than national leadership chain of command.
The day to day affairs of National leadership will be the responsibility of the National
leadership. The PCA will monitor and advise.
The national leadership can ask, at its convenience for the assistance of the PCA to mediate or
adjudicate in any dispute in the national group at any level whether national, state or individual
zone or county.
The membership of the PCA will be made public to all members. Any member may correspond
directly with any member of the Permanent Committee of Advisors or any national leadership
position.
In the event of a dispute between the National leadership and State leadership that is unresolved
or requests for adjudication is made, the PCA will deliberate and vote. The findings of the PCA
will be the final decision in any matter adjudicated.
If the national leadership is found to have lost confidence with the national group, a petition may
be made to the PCA for relief. The Committee may remove the National Leader or any member
of national leadership by unanimous vote of the entire committee. The normal path for a question
of removal will be in the form of a no confidence vote, followed by a motion and vote for
removal or sanction.
National Leaders shall have the right to veto any change that is put to a vote within
National Ranks, likewise State Leaders shall be able to put forth a vote on the National
Level. A State initiated vote will consist of three parts:
1. A call or motion to vote.
2. State Leader, State Assistant Leader, and State Secretary shall vote within the state
with the prevailing result as the vote required on a National level. Example all three
will cast a vote and the majority vote shall count as the official vote for that state.
3. Vote submission and tally (will be submitted to the National Secretary for tally).
A REASONABLE period will exist for each State to discuss and vote internally and answer
a national motion to vote.

STATE LEADERSHIP
The following are the leadership titles for each State in order of hierarchy:
State Leader
Assistant State Leader
State Secretary
State Vetting Officer
State Communications Officer
State Training Officer

COMMITTEES
Additional opportunities exist for the creation of committees. These committees will be formed
by National Leaders and State Leaders to encourage and involve the Three Percent Republic
members to engage their representatives in the legislative process. Examples are:
-

Permanent Committee of Advisors.
Committee of Correspondence.
Committee for Political Action.

The committees like a congress are advisers to the national leadership and any member may
volunteer to serve on committee. Committee nominations will be approved by the State
leadership and maybe monitored and supported as required by appropriate State or National
leadership such as State Sec and State Pro. All Committee Chairs will be sworn members who
have been vetted and will make reports to State and/or National leadership. Committees may be
disbanded by State Leadership or National Leadership if found to be operating outside the scope
of the philosophy of the Three Percent Republic. Committee members shall endeavor to support
the ideals and principles of the Three Percent Republic and the Constitution.

CHECKS AND BALANCES
In order to ensure a method of redress and provide a checks and balance, the formation of a
Committee of Advisors to the Leadership will be implemented.
Construct:
- 5 permanent members of committee
- Chairperson
- Vice chair
- Three additional members.
Purpose:
- Provide advice and counsel to National Leadership.
- Make recommendations to national leadership in any and all matters of the group as a whole,
states or individual.
- Provide a mechanism for adjudication and resolution of grievances against national leadership
(i.e. State leaders no longer have confidence in the national leader or any other national
leadership position).
Scope and authority:
The Permanent Committee of Advisors will serve until either individual resignation or a
unanimous vote of expulsion by the members of the Committee.
PCA will be an adjunct or distinctively different than national leadership chain of command.
The day to day affairs of national leadership will be the responsibility of the national
leadership. The PCA will monitor and advise.
The national leadership can ask, at its convenience, for the assistance of the PCA to mediate or
adjudicate in any dispute in the national group at any level, national, state or individual zone or
county.
Any State may ask, at its convenience, for the assistance of the PCA to mediate in any dispute in
the national group at any level, national, state or individual zone or county.
The membership of the PCA will be made public to all members. Any member may correspond
directly with any member of the Permanent Committee of Advisors or any national leadership
position.
In the event of a dispute between the national leadership and state leadership that is unresolved
or requests for adjudication is made: the PCA will deliberate and vote. The findings of the PCA
will be the final decision in any matter adjudicated.
If the national leadership is found to have lost confidence with the national
group, a petition may be made to the PCA for relief. The Committee may remove the National
Leader or any member of national leadership by unanimous vote of the entire committee.

Committee decisions may be overruled or vacated by a vote of all States with a state leader and
with a 2/3 majority vote.
ORGANIZATIONAL FOCUS AREAS

Education, Preparation, Community Outreach, Political Involvement, Training

Members of the Three Percent Republic should seek to acquire the following basic skills, with
the expectation of advancing and fine tuning your skills. ● Basic fundamentals of firearm safety
(mandatory completion for new members) ● Marksmanship training (both pistol and rifle) ●
Advanced tactics/shooting (upon completion of Basic Fundamentals of Firearm Safety and
Marksmanship training) ● Entry level/advanced knowledge of Radio operations and Comms
(recommend HAM licensing) ● Develop a physical fitness/physical preparedness plan (maintain
awareness of personal limitations and personal improvement) ● Basic First Aid/Advanced First
Aid (develop advanced medical personnel/field medics). ● Develop basic understanding of land
navigation/GPS/Topographical maps and ability to use a compass ● Food preservation and water
filtration● Branches of government and their duties.

In addition to these skills, all Three Percenters should know and understand the Constitution in
its entirety, especially your rights and limitations. For legality sake, all members should be
familiar with Federal, State, and Local laws for where they work, live, and interact. It is expected
that you defend ALL rights of ‘We the People’, regardless of Race/Religion/Creed. The hardest
part about protecting freedom, is protecting the freedoms of those we do not agree with.

POLITICAL ACTIVISM
Three Percenters have a voice, a very loud voice indeed, but that voice needs to be heard.
However, if we do not act, then our voice falls on deaf ears. The Constitution has been
metaphorically shredded in many states, and our rights have become a mere shadow of what the
Founding Fathers envisioned. We need to restore America to the Republic she once was.
Here are a few things you can do, to make a difference lawfully: ● Educate yourself on the
Constitution. The entire document and all her amendments. ● Educate yourself on laws; current,
past and future. Are there laws about to pass in your town that you are unaware of? Should they
be passing without protest? ● Do not take someone’s word for what laws or executive
actions/orders may be coming down- research for yourself. ● Ensure that you search credible

sites to get the true text in that law. Search www.WhiteHouse.Gov and choose the section
Presidential Actions to read text on any action/order the president takes.

Think a law/action/order is unconstitutional? Then start a We the People petition at
www.WhiteHouse.Gov/Petitions. Work actively to get signatures and convince people why your
cause matters to them. ● Actively participate in all elections that you have a voice in. Learn who
your federal, state and local representatives are, and contact them regularly. What do they stand
for and when is their term up? ● Know who is running for your next Sheriff, Mayor, Senator,
etc. (Keep in mind your Sheriff is the supreme law of the land and has the power to kick the Feds
out if they’re actions are unconstitutional.) Try attending meets they host so you can see for
yourself what type of leader will they be. Will these people represent your ideals? ● Protest and
Counter-Protest; we are many in number and numbers speak loudly. If you see something
happening in your community that is wrong, then use your constitutional rights to create and
organize a rally for your cause, or a protest of your grievances. Invite, advertise and share so you
can have a show of force. Strength in numbers. ● Write your officials, call and email them with
your thoughts. Don’t just let them know that you are upset, explain to them why you're upset,
why it is unjust and immoral and how it affects those in your community. Don’t be afraid to meet
them and discuss your grievances personally. ● March forward with an open mind but never
surrender. Fight to get your voice heard and fight for those who you vow to protect.
COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Three Percenter Republic are not just you and I. They are our Sheriffs, our Police Officers;
Firefighters and Medics, Nurses and Doctors. They are our IT folks and librarians, grocers,
farmers; they are in all professions. They are members of our community.
Part of being a member of a community, means contributing to it and knowing who we can
count on when disaster strikes. We all have participated in assisting our community in one way
or another; flood clean-up, sand-bagging, food donation and collection, tornado clean-up and
even search and rescue. These are just a few ways we already contribute to our community. But
does our community know that it is a member of the Three Percent Republic who came to their
aide in time of need? If not, they should be notified.
We must change the hearts and minds of people on who Three Percenters Republic are.
However, we cannot force them to accept our ideals. Our actions speak louder than any words
we speak. To show the community that they can count on the Three Percenter Republic, we must
act. We must show them who we truly are.

We are expected to:

● Be a dependable member of our community. Make sure your neighbors know you, a Three
Percent Republic, will watch out for them. Lead a neighborhood watch program.
● Support local law enforcement by letting them know Three Percent Republic have their backs.
● Volunteer when your schedule permits - schools, places of worship and community centers are
just a few of many ways to help fellow Americans. ● Assist local authorities when appropriate;
anything from sandbagging efforts and disaster relief, to search and rescue operations. ● Be the
change you want to see.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
As a Three Percent Republic member, you have likely been approached and asked: “What is The
Three Percent Republic, how are you different than those other groups?” Maybe it was a decal
on your vehicle or a flag you fly at home that prompted the curiosity. How did you reply? Did
you go into detail or keep it short and sweet? What do they think about you and your cause once
they hear what you have said? What will they say when they tell others about you? Did you leave
a lasting and positive impression on their hearts and minds? What about your appearance and
demeanor? Were you easily approachable and willing to speak confidently or were you
perceived as stand-offish and closed-minded?
These are the things we need to always keep in the front of our minds. Being a member of The
Three Percent Republic is a full-time job. It means representing the cause wherever you are and
whenever you are. It’s not just about how we think we act, it’s part of situational awareness; how
were we perceived. You may say to yourself that you don't care how others look at you. If this is
the case, then you are doing the cause a disservice and turning away potential support.
Here are some things to remember when interacting with the public: ● Reference this guide and
all PR broadcasts from Nationals to educate yourself on the best approach to these sometimesdifficult questions. Talk to your State and Zone Leaders. Request a meeting with them or jump
on call to clarify. ● Stand for the rights of all Americans; all races, all religions, all genders and
creeds. There will be times we disagree with a value but if we are truly for the constitution then
we stand for their rights as well. ● Dress appropriately. Wear clothes that are comfortable but
that are clean and of correct size. Dress for the occasion. Don’t wear full battle-rattle when going
to Wal-Mart. Maybe you have a permit to carry, but how will you be perceived? ● Carry every
day and everywhere you legally can (follow all laws and permit requirements). Be conscious of
your surroundings and respectful of other beliefs. Would conceal carry be a better option? Do
you feel that open carrying an AR is the best choice to persuade folks who already dislike guns?
● Carry a properly holstered sidearm that is clean and in good condition. Make sure your holster
works with your belt. Inspect your firearm and ammo regularly. ● Be vigilant but be
approachable for open dialogue. Avoid petty confrontations. Be the bigger man/woman and
choose when to end the conversation if you feel it’s going down the wrong path.

MEMBERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION
POTENTIAL MEMBERS
Potential Members must first fill out a questionnaire and go through a vetting process. Again,
there are no membership fees or dues. Membership in this organization is reserved for those who
read, understand, and abide by the rules, principles, and views as described in this documented
framework. Vetting will be performed by State Leaders. Participation is not only warranted, but
actively encouraged. All willing able-bodied men and women who are of sound mind are invited
to participate. Everyone has different skills and backgrounds that can be brought to the table to
benefit the group. Children can participate at family friendly events.

FELONS
Those with felonies are not allowed to participate with us. We HIGHLY encourage each felon to
get their felony expunged. Felons are not allowed to hold any position in this organization. They
especially are not allowed to talk to any news outlet or to represent this organization in any
fashion.
RECRUITING
Recruiting is best done face to face, though not required. Only invite those who you think you
can trust and who you feel would make a great member. The first recruiting focus of each
member should be to recruit family members, friends, and neighbors, as they are the easiest to
recruit. The second focus should be to recruit those people you see in person or on social media
that seem to have the same ideals that we have. If you notice someone who has a patriotic sticker
on their vehicle, walk up and talk to them. You could even make business cards to pass out to
potential members. Look for quality members that will help our image and not loose cannons
that are wanting to start a Revolution.
The best ways to attract new members is to tell them about the organization. We will be
providing templates that can be used for distributing information about our group and bringing
people to our online resources. From there, the vetting and networking process for members and
leaders can begin. Some of these templates include: business cards with contact information
listed, Pamphlets that provide some insight on our group and objectives, and flyers that can draw
people to meets and events.

VETTING

State Leaders and State Vetting Officers have full discretion to accept or reject any potential
member for this organization. State Vetting Officers should only accept potential members who
they feel are upstanding, law-abiding citizens who will benefit their state and the movement.

This organization has a multi-level vetting process:

Level 1: State Chapters on Facebook State Chapters on Facebook are closed, but people can ask
to join them. When they submit a request to join the State Leader or State Vetting Officer will
overlook their pictures, location, and legitimacy of the profile, and will choose to accept or reject
the request. Members are encouraged to only participate in States in which they reside, have
secondary residencies in, frequently travel for work, or have an immediate family interest with.
People near neighboring states are welcome to participate in that state’s neighboring
zones/district for situational awareness. It is strongly discouraged to request membership in
states more than would be expected in your purview and could lead to being inadvertently
removed from all group memberships.
Level 2: Forum State Leaders will post links on their State Chapter Facebook pages asking
people to join the forum. It’s best to use actual links of posts and training materials/videos, so
when the link is clicked it requires registration.
Level 3: State Room in the Forum When a potential member asks to join their State Room on the
forum they must fill out the following questionnaire given by their State Vetting Officer or State
Leader and provide answers to any further questions asked by them. This form should be filled
out
http://threepercentrepublic.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Three-Percent-Republic-NewMembers-Form.pdf
INVALIDATED PERSONS
Anyone who claims to be a Three Percent Republic member but does not abide by or follow the four
Principles of the Three Percent Republic should cease to be called such. Any member who lies during
the vetting process, any felon and/or any person who has underlying motives that do not align with our
views will be removed immediately. If at any time any member feels an individual’s views are not in
alignment with the views expressed in this document, that member should seek out a leader
immediately and report said person. If an individual is trying to act in our name and their actions are not
aligned with our views and principles we will take actions to make all aware that this individual does not
represent our organization, nor the Three Percent movement. If any member feels another member is a
credible threat to themselves or others, that member should contact local authorities or 911
immediately.

EVENTS AND MEETINGS
Events and meetings is what unifies and build trust on a local level. It’s all about networking and
knowing who you can trust in emergency situations. Events and meetings for members are determined
by their tier leaders and should involve state and zone training officers. The agenda for each event
should be voted on by the members of that tier and should focus on building skills and preparing
members for an emergency. Other events could include organizing protests, reviewing political
candidates, creating petitions, disaster relief/cleanup, security details, and supporting local authorities.
The meetings do not have to be taught by the tier leaders or training officers. We encourage letting
members teach each other. The tier leader should find out the skills and knowledge that’s within the
group and have the members teach each other. Training materials are also available on our forum.
Focus areas (listed later in this document) should be the driving factor of these events and meetings.

Standard for frequency of meetings: State – Annually, Zone - Quarterly or Biannually, District - Monthly
or Quarterly, County - Monthly, Biweekly, or Weekly

INTERNET PRESENCE
As an organization, we have many avenues of electronic participation. As such, and to uphold the
professional expectation, we have set some ground rules that apply to our group universally. As you
work within our AO and represent our organization, we ask that you abide by the following standards:
- Be nice to your fellow Three Percenter Republic members. No name calling, insulting, and attacking
other members. Doing such will result in disenfranchisement from the organization.
- Spam is not tolerated here under any circumstance.
- OPSEC (Operational Security) is a must. The information on our online resources are for Three
Percenters members only and should not be shared with the world. (Reminder: Anything can get hacked
these days. Do not put anything on the forum that can come back to bite you one day.)
- Ensure that your interaction is relevant to the forum being used. (example: trade requests belong on
the trading post board).
- Do not openly argue with a leader, admin, or moderator. Contact them or another leader, admin,
moderator via a private message to address grievances. Public shaming or condemnation is not
acceptable.
- Do not share your account. Forum accounts are intended for the use by one person.

- Do not create alternate, backup, or multiple accounts.

The following topics are strictly off limits, including in external links:
- Porn, unnecessarily graphic images or comments, or anything else not safe for work
- Threats of violence or harassment, even as a joke
- Talk of overthrowing the government
- Posting copyrighted material
- Soliciting, advertising, referrals
- Racism, discrimination
- Drugs
Report Post to the Moderators: Should you observe a fellow forum member breaking these rules please
bring it to the attention of your leadership ASAP. On Facebook, report the post to our leadership that
can be found via the pinned post at the top of each state chapter group. Do not report things to
Facebook directly unless it is an intentional violation of Facebook policies (ie, porn spam, bot posts, etc).
We police our own and are not interested in getting our members suspended from the information we
share.

SOCIAL MEDIA (FACEBOOK, TWITTER, YOUTUBE, ETC)
State Chapters have been set up on social media sites to help with recruiting efforts. Social media is a
great way to keep members motivated, boost morale, and disseminate information. NO INDIVIDUAL
ZONE OR GROUP FB PAGES ARE AUTHORIZED OUTSIDE OF OUR GROUP AND STATE PAGES.

SUMMARY
Being a member of our group is a privilege and a responsibility. Be an ambassador and caretaker of our
Founding Fathers legacy. The Constitution is the guiding light. Its principles will lead the way.

Oath of the Three Percent Republic
For general membership
I _____________, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and
defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and
domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the Constitution of the
United States; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or
purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties upon
which I am about to enter So, help me God.
___________________________
Signature
Subscribed and sworn before me,
This ___ day of _________, 2017
_________________________
Florida State Leader

